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Abstract: For individual cells in tissues to create the diverse forms of biological organisms, it is

necessary that they must reliably sense and generate the correct forces over the correct distances

and directions. There is considerable evidence that the mechanical aspects of the cellular microen-

vironment provide critical physical parameters to be sensed. How proteins sense forces and cellu-

lar geometry to create the correct morphology is not understood in detail but protein unfolding

appears to be a major component in force and displacement sensing. Thus, the crystallographic

structure of a protein domain provides only a starting point to then analyze what will be the effects

of physiological forces through domain unfolding or catch-bond formation. In this review, we will

discuss the recent studies of cytoskeletal and adhesion proteins that describe protein domain

dynamics. Forces applied to proteins can activate or inhibit enzymes, increase or decrease

protein-protein interactions, activate or inhibit protein substrates, induce catch bonds and regulate

interactions with membranes or nucleic acids. Further, the dynamics of stretch-relaxation can aver-

age forces or movements to reliably regulate morphogenic movements. In the few cases where

single molecule mechanics are studied under physiological conditions such as titin and talin, there

are rapid cycles of stretch-relaxation that produce mechanosensing signals. Fortunately, the devel-

opment of new single molecule and super-resolution imaging methods enable the analysis of sin-

gle molecule mechanics in physiologically relevant conditions. Thus, we feel that stereotypical

changes in cell and tissue shape involve mechanosensing that can be analyzed at the nanometer

level to determine the molecular mechanisms involved.

Keywords: mechanobiology; single molecule; protein stretching; mechanosensing; localization

microscopy; dSTORM; molecular forces; mechanoenzymatics; bioimaging

Introduction

The growing field of mechanobiology deals with the

basic question how the shapes of organisms and all

their constituent organs are created by cells through

the application of standard functions encoded by the

genome. At least in mammalian systems, the organ-

ism is dynamically shaped and can change over time

with aging, diet, damage, or disease. To create the

correct morphology, cells must grow and change

their shape in proscribed ways that will influence

the development of their neighbors and the sur-

rounding matrix. These processes require highly
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regulated physical force feedback loops that develop

the correct forces on the extracellular matrix (ECM)

or neighboring cells as well as the intracellular cyto-

skeleton, fluid compression, shear stress, and mem-

brane tension. In essence, the cellular complexes

that perform these functions are modular machines

and they need to have well-defined input and output

parameters to create the proper morphology.

Because force is the major input parameter in these

functions, the proteins in the machines must be able

to create and respond to forces through molecular

level changes.

There are potentially many subcellular machines

that effectively measure complex parameters such as

matrix rigidity, the viability of neighboring cells, cur-

vature of epithelia, or the strength of cell-cell or cell-

matrix adhesions. When those sensory modules are

missing, critical aspects of cell behavior are misregu-

lated as in the case of cancer cells.1,2 Thus, it is

important to understand how those sensory machines

work at a molecular level. From many studies, there

is clear evidence that mechanical forces directly alter

enzyme activities and protein-protein interactions

through either exposing or disrupting binding sites

for other proteins or ligands. Because the larger

mechanosensory modules are less well understood

and involve large protein complexes to generate the

emergent properties, they are beyond the scope of

this review. We will focus on the basic molecular

mechanisms of signaling by forces (see Table I)

that do not tell us about how the modules actually

work.

Of the many mechanosensory machines that we

imagine are needed to form an organism, the one

that is responsible for rigidity sensing is perhaps

best understood. Matrix (ECM) rigidity is critical for

determining if a cell grows, differentiates, or dies.

ECM rigidity or stiffness corresponds to the physical

elastic modulus, i.e., the force required per unit

contact-area to cause a unit deformation of the

ECM. It assumes the dimension of pressure. ECM

rigidity in mammals ranges from hard bone ( 10

GPa) to the soft brain( 100 kPa).
29 Recent studies

indicate that a modular machine resembling a mus-

cle sarcomere senses rigidity by displacing the

matrix a total of 100 nm and if the force exceeds

about 25 pN (the force from about 6 myosin heads),

then the surface is considered rigid.30,31 The rigidity

sensing machine is regulated by tyrosine kinases in

a variety of ways—the length of the displacement is

regulated by the tyrosine kinase AXL, whereas the

duration of the displacement is controlled by another

tyrosine kinase, ROR2,30 and the complex is thought

to require EGFR activity to form (Saxena et al.,

Nature Materials In Press). For fibroblasts, soft

fibronectin- coated surfaces cause adhesion disas-

sembly followed by death whereas rigid surfaces

stimulate adhesion maturation and growth.

Although the force threshold of 25 pN has not been

linked to protein unfolding, the displacement limit

of 100 nm could reflect the length of protein

domains that are being unfolded. There is a lot more

work needed to understand how the rigidity sensing

contractions and other mechanosensory machines

actually work.

At a molecular level, forces on individual pro-

teins have a few clear effects. It is believed that the

molecular basis of these mechanisms are changes in

protein shape and often protein unfolding directly

caused by cellular forces. There is ample experimen-

tal evidence that many adhesion and cytoskeleton

proteins undergo conformational change in response

to cellular forces. Recent studies of protein mechan-

ics both and document that mechani-in vivo in vitro

cal unfolding as well as the distortion of cytoskeletal

and adhesion proteins are fundamental to the con-

version of mechanical forces into biochemical sig-

nals.3,32,33 These molecular conformational changes

have numerous biochemical consequences. They can

activate or deactivate enzymatic functions, expose or

hide substrate sites, and regulate cytoskeletal fila-

ment dynamics.

Table I. Molecular Changes with Force

Parameter altered by force Protein Examples Force Generated by Experimental determination

Enzyme Activity Titin3, FAK4 Myosin Contraction Conventional Biochemistry methods:

Cloning, Knock-down, Enzymatics,

etc.5

Live Cell Imaging Techniques(e.g.,

Single Molecule Imaging, FRET,

FRAP)6–8

Atomic Force Microscopy(AFM)9,10

Single-molecule force spectroscopy11,12

Traction Force Microscopy(TFM)13,14

PDMS Micropillar Arrays15,31

Substrate Regidity/Morphology

Manupulation16

Laser Ablation17

Molecular Dynamics18

Expose binding sites Talin-vinculin6,10,19

Fibronectin20

a-catenin21,22

FilaminA23,24

a-actinin-zyxin17

Actin flow

Break bonds Integrin Adhesions25 Cytoskeletal contractions

Protein Curvature BAR Proteins26 Membrane tension

Expose Substrate sites P130Cas14 Actin polymerization

Membrane curvature BAR Proteins27 Membrane Tension,

Ion Channel Ca21Sensitive K1

channe(BK Channel)l16,

Piezo1 and Piezo228

Actin polymerization
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Taking the muscle protein titin as an example,

titin is a giant sarcomeric protein that stretches

from myosin filaments to the z-band and directly

contributes to the passive stiffness and structural

integrity of muscles. Titin itself is elastic because it

contains a sequence of folded domains that can be

progressively unfolded with the force of muscle

stretching.34 Energy stored in titin during stretching

will aid during the next contraction of the muscle.

The elasticity of titin can be modified naturally by

isoform splicing and post-translational modifications

at different stages of organism development.35 Muta-

tions that alter the titin stiffness or abnormal

expression of certain isoforms are associated with

cardiac diseases.36–38 The adrenergic pathway is

also known to alter myocardial stiffness. This is

because adrenergic signaling can control protein

kinase activity, and the level of titin phosphorylation

can then subsequently alter titin’s mechanical

properties.39,40

In this example, the titin unfolding is simply

used to store mechanical energy for the next con-

traction; however, there are many other aspects of

the stretching of titin that can modify muscles over

time—titin exhibits several force-dependent activi-

ties. There is a kinase domain in titin and both the

titin and related twitchin kinases change under

force.6,41 Further, the domains of titin unfold in a

specific order with the least stable domains unfold-

ing first. Although it is not well documented for

titin, there are many titin-binding proteins whose

binding probability to titin increases with the

unfolding of their respective binding domain (either

released upon unfolding or binding to regions

exposed by unfolding). Thus, one protein can be

used to mechanically monitor the degree of muscle

stretch and send or receive signals that will alter

muscle contractility.

For mammalian cells to be able to generate and

respond to forces, they assemble a cytoskeleton that

forms a continuous mechanical structure across the

cell. Unlike macroscopic skeletons, the cell cytoskele-

ton is very dynamic (undergoing transformation on

the timescale of tens of seconds to minutes) and

must support tension while the structure is disas-

sembling and reassembling, thus requiring a very

robust mechanisms for the cellular proteins to create

the proper tension and measure parameters critical

for shaping the local as well as the macroscopic tis-

sue over time. Research shows that the accumula-

tion rate and location of MyosinII (the dominant

motor protein), actinin (actin cross linker and fila-

min (actin crosslinker) will be different when the

type of mechanical load or the angle of mechanical

load are different. In these experiments, the cyto-

skeleton and its associated proteins adapt to the

external mechanical load interactively, in a timely

fashion.42,43

In contrast to the intracellular cytoskeleton, the

ECM of most tissues is not turning over although it

also experience repeated mechanical stretch-

relaxation cycles.44,45 For example, collagen in the

Achilles tendon that is assembled at birth will

remain in situ for the life of the individual.46 The

ECM is present in all tissues of multi-cellular organ-

isms and provides a stable base for maintaining cel-

lular differentiation. In tissue regeneration studies,

the currently best way to have stem cells form the

desired tissue is to seed them onto a decellularized

matrix of that tissue. Although the specific ECM

proteins in the matrix will influence cell behavior,

the mechanical properties of the matrix are them-

selves important, since stem cells will differentiate

to neurons or osteocytes based primarily upon the

rigidity of the collagen matrix ( 1 kPa for neurons<

and 100 kPa for osteocytes). Mutations that cause>

a cell to fail to react to rigidity differences have been

implicated in several cancers.47,48 As an aside, this

emphasizes the importance of the cell mechanosens-

ing systems particularly in the processes of develop-

ment, regeneration, and disease progression. Matrix

mechanical properties are critical for the tissue to be

maintained since the outcome of cell testing matrix

rigidity strongly influences cell behavior.

There are many aspects of mechanobiology, in

this review though we will focus on the mechanisms

of force transduction that are exhibited by a few

well-studied proteins that regularly are part of force

bearing elements of cell adhesions or the cytoskele-

ton. There is not sufficient space to treat the

mechanical properties of matrix proteins. We will

also discuss the current methods to monitor protein

unfolding both in vitro and in vivo that show many

proteins are unfolded regularly in cells. This indi-

cates that the functions of many proteins are

strongly dependent upon conformations changes

induced by mechanical activity.

Mechanosensing by Proteins in Adhesions or

the Cytoskeleton

Because cell adhesions are the points where forces

are transmitted to the cytoskeleton from the outside,

mechanosensing should primarily occur in their

vicinity. Perhaps it is not surprising that there are

over two hundred cell-matrix adhesion proteins and

about one hundred and fifty verified cell-cell adhe-

sion proteins.49,50 The large number of adhesion pro-

teins fits with the idea that adhesions control cell

behavior, including growth, death and differentia-

tion. However, for overall cell shape determination

and regional specialization, the cytoskeleton, and

other factors must be involved. For example, cell

polarization is critical for single cell migration, neu-

ronal and epithelial function. In cell shape determi-

nation, the mechanical coherence of the cytoskeleton

from one side of the cell to the other is important.
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The coherence is critical for propagating forces

across the cell to make a mechanical continuum

with the adhesions such that the proper tissue ten-

sion can be maintained. In the overall scheme, adhe-

sions can convey forces across the cell membrane to

the cytoplasm (through the focal adhesion com-

plex51) and generate biochemical signals (e.g., pro-

tein unfolding or force activated ion channels).52

Extracellular forces are propagated through the

cytoskeleton by activation of myosin contraction on

dynamic actin networks. Remarkably, the system

reliably maintains the proper tissue tension through

many perturbations including physical activity of

the organism, metabolic changes, dehydration, and

some diseases.

The cell-matrix adhesions

Although cell-matrix adhesions are only one of the

many different types of adhesions, they have been

extensively studied partially because of the ease of

access: cultured cells typically adhere to glass cover-

slips through matrix adhesions. Further, since fibro-

nectin supports fibroblast growth and is a major

component in serum, the integrin-fibronectin adhe-

sions have been characterized most frequently.

They constitute a paradigm for the further

study of other matrix adhesions that are particularly

relevant for other cell types and the complexities of

fibronectin-integrin adhesions reveal the types of

mechanisms that cells use for mechanosensing.1 The

proteins associated with cell-matrix adhesions are

surprisingly dynamic and many are mechanically

stretched . The FA protein turnover rate isin vivo

typically in the range of tens of seconds to minutes

(Table II). Logically, the effective reaction time (both

chemically and or mechanically) for these proteins

needs to occur on a comparable time scale. It is

important to consider this pace when studying the

behavior of mechanosensing proteins.

The adhesion proteins exhibit basic paradigms

of mechanosensing that differ at the individual pro-

tein level. Earlier studies on cytoskeletal signaling

proteins have led to a consensus that the mechanical

stretching of proteins is a fundamental mechanism

of force sensing.59 Force induced conformational

change of mechanosensitive proteins can result in

the exposure, destruction, or change of (weakening

or strengthening) the functional sites, such as phos-

phorylation sites, binding sites, slip bonds, catch

bonds, and ion channels.59,60 However, we expect

that adhesion proteins represent a small fraction of

the proteins whose normal functions involve domain

unfolding and refolding as a result of mechanical

stretch. Specifically, we will consider here the

responses of the talin-vinculin system, FAK, and

p-130Cas to forces.

Formation of cell-matrix adhesions

Numerous studies of adhesion formation have

revealed that the process contains many different

steps as well as alternative pathways that serve to

make it robust and to enable cell growth under a

variety of conditions.61 Initially, cells in suspension

contact a matrix-coated surface and clusters of acti-

vated integrins about 100 nm in diameter containing

50 integrins will form and actin polymerization will

be activated by the clusters.62 If clusters are close

together, myosin will pull actin-associated clusters

together and generate forces that will activate the

next step in spreading that involves rapid extension

of actin-based lamellipodia (an alternative mode of

spreading involves a series of brief extensions fol-

lowed by local contractions for rigidity sensing). In

the rapid spreading mode, the cell will flatten until

it runs out of folded membrane and that will cause a

Table II. The Published Dynamic Turnover Times for Popular FA Proteins

Protein Name FRAP t1/2(s) Cell Type

Vinculin 1.9/14/50/11/21 HelaJW53/MEF54,55/REF5256

Paxillin 1.5/25/17.7/53.2/20 HelaJW53/MEF55/Bovine capillary endothelial cells57/MEF,

TIRF FRAP58/REF5256

FAK 2.1/7/6.7/14 HelaJW53/MEF55/Bovine capillary endothelial cells57/REF5256

Zyxin 0.5/12/7/10 HelaJW53/MEF55/REF5256

Talin 2.2/23/77/18 HelaJW53/MEF55/Bovine capillary endothelial cells57/REF5256

ILK 9.2/12 HelaJW53/REF5256

a-actinin 36/14.1/27 MEF55/Bovine capillary endothelial cells57/REF5256

beta3-Integrgin 38.5 Bovine capillary endothelial cells57

p130Cas 5.8/14 MEF, TIRF FRAP58/REF5256

Tensin 55 REF5256

Src/CSK 9 REF5256

Pinch 14 REF5256

VASP 0.7/15 HelaJW53/REF5256

Notice that FRAP (Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching) results may vary between different microscopy systems,

cell types, focal adhesion status, and based on other factors. Different FRAP results and cell types have been referenced

respectively.
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rise in membrane tension thereby activating exocy-

tosis to increase the membrane area plus causing

rigidity-sensing contractions.63 If the surface is

rigid, then adhesions will mature and will con-

stantly be under tension due to the flow of actin

from the leading edge, contraction of stress fibers,

and an actomyosin network that spans the cyto-

plasm. Within this complex process are many cyclic

processes, including assembly and disassembly of

actin filaments, stretching and relaxation of talin as

well as the rapid turnover of proteins that are part

of the cell-matrix adhesome (Table II).64 Since ten-

sion in the cytoskeleton is needed to maintain adhe-

sions, mechanotransduction is critical.65

The major question that is largely unanswered

is how does mechanotransduction occur in the cell.

Although the focus is necessarily on the adhesion

complex, the integrin adhesome is integrated with

the cytoskeleton and many proteins are known to be

present in both complexes, for example, vinculin,

VASP (Vasodilator-Stimulated Phosphoprotein),

zyxin, and -actinin.a
66 Similarly, super-resolution 3-

D microscopy reveals the layered transition of pro-

tein composition from the adhesions to the cytoskele-

ton as the observation moves from the membrane to

the cytoplasm.67,68 Two major dynamic processes are

occurring at adhesion sites; namely, actin in stress

fibers is assembling from adhesion sites and actin

filaments assembled at the leading edges of lamelli-

podia are moving over adhesions. In the first case,

actin filament assembly is force dependent and that

has been observed in vitro for actin polymerization

by formin proteins.69,70 This is a mechanosensing

phenomenon and may extend to other actomyosin

networks as well71,72; however, the major role of this

process is to replace actin filaments that are disas-

sembling. When myosin is inhibited, the stress fibers

and the actomyosin network in cytoplasm rapidly

disassemble by an unknown mechanism. The other

mechanotransduction process at adhesions involves

the transient binding of adhesion components to the

flowing actin filaments. Because the actin flow rates

are 10 to 100 nm/s and the lifetime of the adhesions

are tens of minutes, the binding of individual pro-

teins to actin can only exist for tens of seconds or

less even if the protein is stretching with the actin

flow. We will consider the consequences of the inter-

action of adhesion proteins such as talin with actin

below because it appears to be a significant mecha-

notransduction process that was revealed by recent

advances in microscopy.

Talin Mechanosensing

Talin

Among the large number of proteins in FAs, talin is

one of the best-studied FA adaptor proteins. It is

large, consisting of a 220kD rod domain and a 50kD

head domain and is found in almost all animals and

cell types (Fig. 1). In addition to FAs, talin has been

reported in podosomes, invasive structures, immuno-

logical synapses, cytotoxic synapses and so forth.73,74

In FAs, Talins work as direct bridges between actin

and integrin and as recruiters for other FA pro-

teins.75 There are two isoforms of talin in mamma-

lian cells, Talin1 and Talin2 (with 74% sequence

overlap).76 Most cell types express both isoforms, but

talin1 is the one that carries out most of the known

talin functions, such as integrin beta activation.

Talin1 knockout mice die before birth,77 whereas

talin2 knockout mice are viable and fertile.78 Recent

studies show that talin2 is essential for invadopodia

formation and subsequently matrix degradation and

cell invasion.79 But since talin2 is not essential for

integrin beta activation,80 it is generally considered

as redundant for talin1, especially in regular FAs.

Although talin has no enzymatic activity, knockdown

of both talin isoforms in 2D cultured cells will result

in a complete loss of cell adhesion to matrix-coated

surfaces.81

Talin and vinculin

Among the many binding partners of talin, vinculin

(an FA protein) is the most studied. There are eleven

VBSs (Vinculin Binding Sites) on talin. All the VBSs

can bind to vinculin independent of each other—

talin mutants with different VBS deletions can still

recruit vinculin.82 The “co-localization” between talin

and vinculin is extensive and goes beyond matrix

adhesions. For example, ARP2/3, vinculin, and talin

have been reported in the immunological synaptic

complexes initiated by stimulated TCR (T-Cell

Receptor).73

Both vinculin and talin have binding sites for

actin. As discussed previously, talin has three active

binding sites (ABSes) and talin is commonly consid-

ered the primary direct link between integrin and

actin. Vinculin has only one ABS, no enzymatic

activity, more than fifteen binding partners, but no

direct link to integrin. Vinculin knockout results in

early lethality in and mice.C. elegans 83,84 Vinculin

is usually considered an adaptor protein in FAs, pro-

viding additional protein clustering and fine adjust-

ment to the link strength between actin and

integrin.85,86

Several conformation changes regulate talin and

vinculin folding and protein interactions. Talin and

vinculin each adopt an inactive/auto-inhibited state

in which the N-terminal head domain binds with

the C-terminal tail domain when in the cytosol.87

Protein activation caused by binding partners stimu-

lates recruitment to the FA.87,88

The auto-inhibited form of talin involves the F3

subdomain in the talin head binding to the talin rod

R9 helical bundle (F3/R9 interaction). When auto-

inhibited, talin assumes a donut shaped globular
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form. The globular talin form will change to a more

extended conformation under high salt condition,

indicating that the F3/R9 interaction that is respon-

sible for talin auto-inhibition is mediated by hydro-

phobic and electrostatic interactions.89,90

Similar to talin, vinculin auto-inhibition is also

described by the interaction between the head and

the tail domain, masking the ABS and many other

protein binding sites on vinculin. Intra-molecular

FRET (Foerster Resonance Energy Transfer) studies

show that only extended/active vinculin is found in

FAs, indicating that vinculin activation is necessary

for vinculin recruitment into FAs.

Activation of both vinculin and talin occurs by

binding to partners that compete with their head

and tail interaction. In the case of talin, RIAM is

one of its activators as will be discussed below; and

for vinculin activation, the talin and actin fibers are

both required to overcome the vinculin head and tail

interaction.91

All the cryptic VBSs on talin rods are buried in

a-helical bundles and are not accessible for vinculin

Figure 1. (A) Illustration of the domain structure of full-length talin. The talin head domain contains a FERM domain (50 kDa),

followed by a flexible “neck” (10 kDa) which connects the head domain to its C-terminal rod domain (220 kDa). The rod domain

contains 11 cryptic VBS (drawn in blue). The dimerization domain is a single helix that sits at the end of the rod. (B) Schematics

of the talin structure and interaction of the talin dimer with vinculin in cells. A. Illustration of the domain structure of full-length

talin. Talin head domain contains a FERM domain (50 kDa), followed by a flexible “neck” (10 kDa), which connects the head

domain to its C-terminal rod domain (220 kDa). The rod domain contains 11 cryptic VBS (drawn in blue). The dimerization

domain is a single helix that sits at the end of the rod domain. B. (left) In the initial stage of FA formation, the talin dimer binds

to actin and integrin. At this stage, the cryptic VBSs remain buried among the -helical bundles. (right) As the actin filamenta

starts to pull on talin, the formerly buried VBS are revealed to allow vinculin binding, and cause more actin filament recruitment.
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binding, hence the qualifier “cryptic.” Force depen-

dent talin stretching is required for those sites to

become available for vinculin interaction. We have

demonstrated that the contractility of the actomyo-

sin cytoskeleton directly causes stretching of talin

and recruitment of vinculin.10 In previous studies,

talin stretching was monitored by imaging a dually

tagged talin (GFP-talin-mCherry) using TIRFM.

Talin has around 2500 amino acids that could be

stretched to a length of around 1000 nm. By track-

ing the displacement of the GFP and mCherry fluo-

rophores tagged on different ends of talin, our

measurements showed that talin was typically 80 to

350nm in length in FAs. This length depended on

actomyosin activity (based on Blebbistatin and Y-

27632 treatment studies) and was proportional to

the amount of vinculin recruitment (immunostain-

ing).10,92 Active vinculins should act as instanta-

neous conformation sensors that bind to any VBS

that becomes available. Simulation and sin-in vitro

gle molecule stretching studies indicate that the R3

helical bundles should be the first domains that

open for vinculin binding at small forces that could

be generated by a single myosin.22,93 Thus, the

sequence of unfolding of talin domains should dic-

tate the order of vinculin binding.

Talin and RIAM

Magnetic tweezers single molecule studies reveal

that the rod domain of talin can unfold in a stepwise

fashion (Fig. 2).92 After the R3 -helical bundlea

unfolds at around 5pN pulling force, it is postu-

lated that the R2 and R3 bundles will soon unfold

thereby revealing two VBS domains. However, the

Rap1 small GTPase RIAM binds to talin R2 and R3

a-helical bundles94 in their closed conformation pre-

venting vinculin binding. This indicates that the

binding of RIAM and vinculin onto talin could be

mutually exclusive. Indeed, NMR experiments con-

ducted by B. Goult et al demonstrate that vinculin

and RIAM compete for talin binding.94

Data also shows that the binding of RIAM is nec-

essary for recruiting cytosolic talin to the plasma

membrane by connecting Ras GTPases to talin and

altering the head domain binding to the rod domain

in the cytosol.95 Normally, the integrin-binding site is

masked while the RIAM binding site remains avail-

able and RIAM binding to this site frees talin from

its auto-inhibitory form.96 Since talin recruitment to

membranes is essential for activation of -integrin,b

RIAM is also important in the process of integrin

activation.97 Indeed RIAM activates integrin and its

ability to activate integrin is dependent on talin and

Rap1 binding. Loss of RIAM causes adhesion defi-

ciency through the talin-integrin pathway in mice.98

But other studies have shown that this effect is not

universally observable, and that RIAM dependent

talin or integrin activation may have a significant

redundancy, or RIAM might activate only specific

talin and/or integrin subpopulations.98,99

Fluorophore tagged RIAM was found in nascent

adhesions but not in mature FAs.94 Taking this and

all other available information into consideration,

RIAM contributes to talin recruitment to the inner

membrane, where it works alongside talin activating

and clustering integrins in nascent adhesions. Dur-

ing the maturation of FAs, when the forces exerted

on talin start to grow, talin subdomains R2R3 will

be unfolded, RIAM will leave and vinculin will bind.

Talin stretching in vivo

Due to talin’s unique structure and binding interac-

tions with vinculin, talin is one of the most studied

mechanosensing proteins. Talin stretching and its

relationship with vinculin binding has been demon-

strated by multiple groups under various experimen-

tal conditions.13,92,93,100,101

The cyclic stretching-relaxation of talin and talin

length dependent vinculin binding-release events in

situ have been further characterized by recent single

molecule localization microscopy work.9,10 In these

studies, talin length in vivo is determined by tracking

the displacement of GFP(talin N-terminal) and

mCherry(talin C-terminal). A third spectral channel

(Atto655) was introduced to tag vinculin with the

DHFR-TMP labeling system.102 These studies reveal

that talin undergoes rapid cyclic stretching in mature

FAs and vinculin binding occurs in a cooperative

fashion not observed before.

Integrin

Another well-established mechanosensing protein is

integrin. The well-characterized integrin activation

events involve a conformation change that can be

readily introduced by stretch in a catch-bond

Figure 2. Force extension curves of 13 helical bundles of

talin rod domain. Magnetic tweezers were used to develop a

constant rate of force increase (3.8 pN/s) to a full length talin

rod domain molecule. The R3 domain unfolds first at 5 pN

and the rest of the talin rod domains unfold at forces

between 10 to 25 pN.
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dependent manner.2,103 Unlike talin, the conforma-

tion change that activates integrins is the switch

between the bent (inactivate) and extended (activate)

states. The activation of integrin 5 1 is directlya b

associated with the actomyosin contraction. Chemical

crosslinking assays demonstrate that treatment with

a myosin II inhibitor significantly reduces activated

integrin 5 1 compared to non-treated cells.a b
104

Another study employing a bead micromanipulation

assay shows that Integrin L 2 undergoes a force-a b

dependent conformational change/activation. This

live cell single molecule experiment indicates that

integrin L 2 cycles between bent and extended con-a b

formations, and that both the switching frequency

and the ratio between the two states are affected by

the application of force.60 Thus, force on integrin-

ligand bonds may stabilize the bound states through

a catch-bond like mechanism.

Mechanosensing in the cytoskeleton

Filamin a. Filamin A is a large actin cross-linking

protein that is believed to have mechanosensing

activity. It forms homodimers through the C-

terminal IgG-like domain. The dimerization domain

is capable of crosslinking actin fibers at a relatively

large angle (orthogonal crosslinking).105 Similar to

talin, the rod 2 domain of filamin A contains cryptic

binding sites that required force induced strain to

activate.106 An in vitro FLAC(fluorescence loss after

photoconversion) assay confirms this by showing

that applying force on filamin crosslinked actin fiber

changes the binding affinity of binding partners of

filamin A. Increased integrin binding and reduced

filGAP binding was observed on the filaminA-actin

junction after strain.24 Thus, it appears that tension

in the cytoskeleton can be transduced through the

alteration of filamin A conformation that causes

altered binding to other proteins and changes in cell

behavior.

Mechanoenzymatics. Besides altering protein-

protein interactions through domain unfolding, catch

bonds or conformational changes, there are a num-

ber of enzymatic activities that are linked to mecha-

nosensing. Of particular interest are the FAK and

titin kinases3 that are activated by mechanical

domain separation. In addition to kinase activation

by stretch, there is substrate activation by domain

unfolding. The p130Cas substrate domain can be

spread opened to catalyze its phosphorylation. In

addition, a number of enzymatic signaling pathways

have been implicated as mechanosensing pathways,

these include the twitchin kinase, Src,8 RhoA,107,108

Rac1,109 Cdc42,107 and FAK.110

Titin kinase. Titin has over 100 distinct domains

in its micrometer length and one of those has kinase

activity. Single-molecule force spectroscopy studies

confirm that titin unfolding involves the kinase

domain.111,112 Molecular dynamics and enzymatic

studies further indicate that the strain induced con-

formation changes of titin activate its C-terminal

kinase domain as well as the ATP binding site, in a

stepwise fashion.3 As an integral part of the muscle

contractile unit, titin is responsible for the assembly

of sarcomere, preventing overstretching and main-

taining muscle elasticity. It can also act as a strain

sensor and relay the mechanical signal into a chemi-

cal signal induced by strain-dependent alterations in

ATP binding affinity and kinase activity.

FAK. Focal Adhesion Kinase(FAK) is a non-

receptor protein tyrosine kinase that is important in

cellular mechanosensing and is activated through a

myosin-dependent process. FAK-/- cell lines fail to

initiate the bone formation process triggered by

load. Reintroducing wild type FAK but not mutated

FAK (point mutations in Tyr-397 or Tyr-925) will

restore bone formation.110 Recent molecular dynam-

ics (MD) and force-probe molecular dynamics

(FPMD) simulation studies further support FAK’s

role as a mechano-sensor.4 FAK consist of three

main domain structures, a FERM domain, a kinase

domain and a FAT(focal adhesion targeting) domain.

According to this study, the FERM domainin silico

of FAK needs to be pulled away from the kinase

domain to allow auto phorsophorylation and subse-

quent activation of FAK. Thus it is likely that force

is needed to activate FAK.

P130Cas. Another example is P130Cas. P130Cas

itself is not a kinase, but it is ubiquitously expressed

and is considered as the major substrate for Src (a

non-receptor tyrosine kinase).113 After stretching tri-

ton treated cytoskeletons, Sawada et al reported

that P130Cas was phosphorylated in focal adhesions

and the extension dependence of P130Cas phosphor-

ylation was confirmed in vitro.114,115

Mechanosensing at cell-cell adhesions. The

other adhesions that are involved in mechanosens-

ing are the cell-cell adhesions, of which there are

several types. Most is known about the role of -cat-a

enin in cellular mechanotransduction, where both

the interaction with actin and the binding of vincu-

lin are force dependent. This is part of cadherin-

dependent cell-cell junctions and there are many

additional proteins that bind to those adhesions to

create the cadherin adhesome or cadhesome50,116

that has a variety of mechanosensing functions. Fur-

ther, it is likely that there are mechanosensing mod-

ules in cells that rely upon cell-cell adhesion

machinery but we know relatively little about those

at this time. An important component of tissue

mechanics is provided by the intermediate filaments
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that have the interesting property of telescoping

under force and this could provide passive tension

for epithelia once an intermediate filament network

is assembled and stretched. Again, we have few

examples of mechanotransduction but they also

appear to involve stretching of proteins or filaments

to alter binding activities.

a-Catenin. a -Catenin is an adaptor protein that

connects cadherin to actin cytoskeleton. Vinculin can

bind to -Catenin and modulate the binding affinitya

of cadherin junctions to the cytoskeleton.117 An X-

ray crystallography study reveals that it prefers an

auto-inhibitory status, which renders its vinculin

binding site buried. In addition, it normally binds

only weakly to actin filaments but force on actin fila-

ments will activate the -catenin-actin bond forma-a

tion, again a catch-bond type of behavior.12 Magnetic

tweezer single molecule stretching experiments dem-

onstrate that -Catenin can unfold under physiologi-a

cal relevant force levels(5 15 pN), and the unfolding

of -Catenin promotes vinculin binding .a in vitro 22

Imaging the effects of molecular forces. Imaging

techniques have been extensively used in the field of

mechanobiology. Both traction force microscopy and

pillar tracking imaging systems rely on localization

techniques of either beads or pillar to trace the sub-

strate deformation and therefore calculate the actual

force that’s being apply to the ECM by the cell. For-

ster-Resonance-Energy-Transfer(FRET) probes can

measure the mechanical load on individual mole-

cules and studies using those indicate that vinculin

is under higher tension when located at the leading

edge of the cell.118 In the second session of this

review, we are going to discuss the application of

localization based super-resolution imaging tech-

nique in the study of mechanobiology.

Molecular microscopy. Fluorescent tags enable

the study of individual or aggregates of pro-in-vivo

teins. They can be expressed within the proteins119

or linked to them (Table III). The imaging modality

used depends on the molecular scale required126 and

can extend down to the few-nanometer scale.

FRET, the electromagnetic coupling of one opti-

cal dipole (donor) to a nearby one (acceptor) covers

the shortest scale (1–10nm). The acceptor will be

excited more frequently with proximity to and align-

ment with the donor.127 The method enables meas-

urements of (un)folding of a single site, recruitment,

or binding events on a sub-molecular scale.126 Fur-

ther, it generally does not provide an image of the

proteins of interest.

Superresolution microscopy is a form of Far

field optical microscopy that considerably breaks the

diffraction limit and involves techniques such as

PALM and STORM. We won’t consider methods likeT
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STED that work best on pools of molecules and

NSOM which are not contact free and hence

disruptive.128

An isolated sub-resolution particle will form a

diffraction blurred imaged aptly termed Point

Spread Function (PSF) whose center can be localized

much more finely than the width of the blur: used in

astronomy,129 particle microscopy,130 and for single

proteins.131 The FWHM of the PSF narrows with

the square root of observations.132 Thus the localiza-

tion of a single fluorophore can be better than the

resolution limit by 1–3 orders of magnitude,

enabling single molecule tracking if fluorophores are

sparse.6,133 Measuring molecular length can be done

with different wavelength tags,7 blinking tags or

through analysis of the deformed PSFs that occur

when two fluorophores have overlapping PSFs.6

Using dense assemblies of fluorophores that are

active at different times and hence allow imaging by

localization, emerged in 2006. At first with photoac-

tivation localization microscopy (PALM),134 then sto-

chastic switching and coupling (STORM),135,136 and

finally by fast optical pumping into the fluorescent

dark state,137,138 direct-STORM. These methods

share the signal processing methods but differ in

hardware needs.139 In general, they have not been

exploited to measure molecular lengths dynamically.

For the more in-depth in vivo analysis of the

weakly parallel dimer Talin (which are linked at the

C-terminus), no proven tracking technique is ideal

as different spectrum proteins will only report a

length corresponding to the geometric center of both

N-termini. To overcome this, we exploited the defor-

mation of the overlapping PSFs of both green tagged

N-termini to estimate their relative separation.

Unlike more general localization methods that func-

tion in dense assemblies of fluorophores that either

rely on blinking,140,141 or estimate complex clusters

of few fluorophores,142 having two known identical

tags within one diffraction limited spot allows for

continuous observation and orientation estimation

at the same time.6 The approach is less potent than

pure localization microscopy and needs separations

in excess of 35nm to reliably detect a separation. It

relies on the fact that any spatial separation of the

tags will project a spot that is the sum of two non-

concentric PSFs and the dislocation is solved by

matching two PSFs to the observed spot.

Single molecule counting

In fixed specimen, PALM provides accurate molecu-

lar counting and hence densitometry. Artifacts only

arise from multiple events within one optical blob

and the error can be capped by low activation power.

In living specimens however, protein turnover and

recovery compete with the destruction process and

the count may become meaningless as number of

proteins at one location grows over time when the

cell stays active. Still oriented samples can provide

length information.

dSTORM is a less suitable candidate for fluo-

rometry as dye off-times are mere stochastic decay

properties. The timing cannot be controlled univer-

sally, and many dyes sport multiple dark state popu-

lations.143 Currently, the permitted densities for

potentially analyzing single moleculaes are capped

by the tolerable laser power to the order of below

thousand molecules per m2.

Alternative techniques. Combining tagged T alin

with its non-tagged equivalent which then would

cleanly report the dynamics of one strand while staying

viable, reliably failed—the early dimerization of the

proteins heavily favors dual tagged dimers. Speckle

promotion reduces the density of optically active

dimers but generates few optical monomers. Bleaching

one of the strands of a dimer also proved to be both

inefficient and detrimental to the life span of the other

strand. It does however provide a welcome reference

within the same experiment to assess the quality of

the multiple-tags-per-PSF methods employed for these

experiments. Upon one of two identical tags bleaching,

the opti cal centroid travels half the ta gs’ separation

along the molecules’ orientation—the very last mea-

surement of orientation and separation is hence an

accurate one. The earlier estimates provide inferior

accuracy than dSTORM but without impacting the via-

bility and activity of the proteins and hence enabling

long term in-vivo obser vations.

Discussion

Proteins have different stages of life and many of

those involve changes in the folding pattern particu-

larly when the protein is part of a larger mechani-

cally important complex. For cells to assume the

proper morphology and contribute to the shaping of

the tissue, those unfolding events must be transduced

into biochemical signals that can be distinguished

from the normal thermal unfolding events. Through

force dependent conformational changes, cells convert

mechanical cues experienced at signaling hubs such

as cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesions into biochemical

signals. The magnitude of the forces needed for

domain unfolding are often large enough that it is

highly improbable that unfolding could occur by ther-

mal diffusion. These mechanosensing events can lead

to regulation of cell behavior and fate decisions in

development and tissue homeostasis through the

mechanosensory machines like the rigidity sensing

complex. As noted in the introduction, there are few

cases where the mechanoregulatory pathways are

even roughly understood; however, malfunctions in

those pathways are linked to a wide range of diseases

such as cancer and muscular dystrophies.

Direct consequences of force dependent conforma-

tion changes of proteins include enhanced
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phosphorylation of p130Cas, enhanced kinase activity

of titin and enhanced binding of vinculin to stretched

talin and a-catenin. In all of these cases, there is evi-

dence of stretch in vivo that is correlated with cell

function; although that correlation is weak in some

cases. In the future, the combination of in vivo meas-

urements of mechanical tension and conformational

dynamics can be combined with in vitro biophysical

characterization of these mechanical proteins to give

good quantitative understanding of what possible

mechanisms can t ransduce the signal into relevant

cellular responses. For example, in the case of talin

stretching in vivo, there are rapid changes in length

and stretch-relaxation cycles of 4–20 s are generally

observed with vinculin binding during stretch and

presumably releasing during relaxation. One possible

model for how a mechanosensory signal is developed

assumes that vinculin is modified (e.g., phosphory-

lated) when bound to talin. After many stretch-

relaxation cycles, the concentration of phosphorylated

vinculin could reach a threshold to activate growth or

other pathways. Such a hypothetical mechanism

would be robust to transient stretching of the cell

since it is the average number of stretch-relaxation

cycles per unit time that will determine the level of

the phosphorylated vinculin (assuming a soluble phos-

phatase will slowly decrease the level). Now that we

know that the mechanical unfolding of important pro-

teins is occurring in vivo, it will be important to link

those unfolding events to cellular functions through

logical pathways.

In addition, at the cellular level, these mechano-

sensing pathways can create subpopulations of altered

proteins that change cell behavior. The subpopulations

of the same protein are usually defined by location

and we have studied the FAK-dependent movement of

a LIM domain transcription factor, FHL2, from adhe-

sions to the nucleus.144 Most dramatically, the inhibi-

tion of myosin II activity causes FHL2 to leave

fibronectin adhesions where it is phosphorylated by

mechanically activated F AK and move to the nucleus

where it activates p21 transcription that inhibits cell

cycle progression. The details of this pathway are not

known but we can see from this example that multiple

steps in different cell compartments are triggered by

the relaxation of tension on adhesions. What compli-

cates our model building is that these force-sensing

proteins like FAK show very fast dynamics (less than

10s) according to FRAP (Table II) as well as flu ores-

cence localization after photobleaching (FLAP).145

W ith super-resol ution microscopy, it is also eviden t

that structures like matrix adhesions are actually

loose aggregates of much smaller protein clusters that

seem to behave independently.146

It is important to emphasize the mechanosensing

systems need to be robust to a wide variety of mechan-

ical perturbations including most of those experienced

in normal physical activity. In other words the shape of

the organs needs to depend upon long-term forces and

not transient events like a football game. Consistent

with that, the unfolding of protein domains depends

both on the rate of force increase and the level of the

force, the dynamics of the pulling is important. When

a protein is being stretched with AFM or Magnetic

Tweezers, the force required to unfold the same domain

varies expon entially with the loading rate.33 Cytoskele-

tal tensions in tissues are relatively uniform but physi-

cal activity of the organism can cause very rapid

increases in force. However, static tensions will have a

greater effect than sudden changes in tension. Obvi-

ously, the integration of the tension over time is the

important parameter and the rapid exchange of many

adhesion proteins will mean that there can be integra-

tion of force-sensing over time.

The dynamics of the stretching and binding

events in mechanosensing proteins underlie the fun-

damental steps that result in the mechanical signal-

ing processes. We have emphasized the dynamic

processes and the need to integrate mechanical sig-

nals over time to get reliable responses. At the

molecular level, however, individual domain unfold-

ing and refolding events appear to initiate force-

sensing processes. Thus, the surprisingly rapid

stretch-dependent binding and relaxation events in

vivo are difficult to mechanistically link with cellu-

lar functions because the simultaneous measure-

ment of the critical events has yet to bein situ

achieved. Enabling technologies that measure molec-

ular mechanics can shed light on importantin situ

aspects of molecular sensing mechanisms.
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